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Abstract
This thesis is framed by LASTEICON EU research project on the development of steel joints using
laser cut technology aimed at enhancing the economy and sustainability of I-beam-to-CHS-column
connections fabrication, by eliminating stiffener plates and reducing the amount of welding. The
extendibility of laser cut technology to steel truss girder applications is the kick-off for this dissertation.
Based on numerical and parametric analysis of different steel truss girder joint typologies using laser
cut technology, the main goal is to retrieve conclusions about its feasibility and give indication to its
experimental work package. Taking advantage of laser cut and the possibility of opening precise slots
on the face of the chord, the joint typologies studied consisted on the prolongation of the bracing
elements of the truss girder to the inside of the chord. These were analysed and stress distribution
on the connection was evaluated. Global rigidity of the truss girder is also under interest. Numerical
analysis suggests an increase of performance in laser cut joints, in some cases up to 10% reduction
of maximum Von Mises stress. Local study shows that it is possible to have similar behaviour of
traditional joints with lower values of thickness of the chord if Laser Cut Technologies joints are used.
In addition, parametric analysis suggest a higher improvement in structural behaviour for lower values
of chord thickness.
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output, being the second largest producer of steel
after China [6]. Under this scope, LASTEICON is
framed in a green and competitive European strategy aimed at developing a sustainable and innovative steel connection solution with Laser Cut Technology (LCT), by eliminating stiffener plates and
reducing the amount of welding. Main focus is given
to I-beam to circular shape column but extendibility of the technology for steel truss girder application is the kick-off for this dissertation.
In fact, investigation in the field of material cutting techniques was performed [7] and indications
are that LCT advantages include the increase on the
quality and financial saving by diminishing human
error (operations are programmed and done by the
machine). In addition, the speed (laser cutting can
be up to 30x faster than traditional cutting methods) and precision cut making use of CAD tools
allow for a cut edge quality with higher precision,
reducing tolerances and eccentricities.
This extended abstract is a summary of a Double Degree master thesis between Instituto Superior
Técnico (IST) and Politecnico di Milano, with the
aim of developing numerical models on innovative
hollow section joints for girders using laser cut technology.
The primary goal is to prove the feasibility of

1. Introduction
1.1. Framework
The aesthetic reasons and their inherently excellent properties in terms of structural behaviour and
durability has contributed to the increase of use of
tubular sections since the 60s [1].
This structural behaviour is highly dependent on
the connection technology and the possibility of taking full advantage of tubular section properties may
be compromised by its complex connections [2]. It
is known that connections are a critical step in the
design and represent many times the weak point
in steel structures [1] [3]. In fact, the number of
structural collapses caused by the inadequate connections (mainly in extreme phenomena) is very
high [4].
The fact that erection and fabrication together
can represent about 40-55% of the overall cost of
the structure (figure 1) show the impact that a high
level of complexity of the connections (and consequent high fabrication costs) could have on the overall price [5].
Steel is still considered to be an European Industry with 500 production sites between 23 Member
States. Today, EU is responsible for 177 million
tonnes of steel a year, representing 11% of global
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• Combination of beam and shell type space elements - submodeling technique in which brace
and chord elements are modelled as beam and
joint detail is modelled with planar elements.
In this way, both local and global behaviour
can be captured, as the same time, reducing
the model creation complexity and calculation
duration;
• Isolated truss girder joints - often used to study
the behaviour of joints but dealing many times
with the problematic of including the actual influences and the correct set of Boundary Conditions in the numerical model.

Figure 1: Proportional factors of steel frame cost [5]

The work of Radić et al. [12], concludes that there
is no significant difference between space models
and space combined beam space model, which indicated that the last one gives sufficient accurate
results without further complexity.

the technology for steel truss girder applications.
It is expected that the joints typologies taking advantage of this technology constitute a more rigid
alternative to the steel joints today. If so, the possibility of designing lighter and more economical
structures with the same level of safety and structural behaviour is the main objective. Suggestions
of joint typologies were developed and the numerical and parametric analysis is the first part of a
work package that contains experimental testing of
truss girders at IST laboratory. Conclusions about
the feasibility of the technology and respective design guidelines are the output of this 4-year project
at IST.

Figure 2: Modelling procedure combining linear
and planar elements [13]

The effect of boundary conditions and restrains
of brace and chord on the axial capacity of K-joints
was studied by Dexter et al. [14] and posterior work
of Bjornoy [15] have revealed the strong effect of
boundary conditions on the ultimate strength, especially for the cases of eccentric overlapped joints.
Similar findings to previous researchers were found
on the work of Liu et al. [16] [17] with the investigations of multiplanar and uniplanar RHS gap Kjoints. More recently, Van Der Vegte [18] conclusions are in line with previous research that is not
negligible the influence of boundary conditions on
the ultimate capacity of K-joints. Jurkova and Rosmanit [13] also address this problem and suggest
combination of modelling methods (figure 2) where
• Beam model - truss is represented by linear ele- the boundary conditions and load would be related
ments, is the simplest model and it is generally to the entire structure behaviour. Future work on
possible to perform linear or nonlinear analy- this topic is asked for correctness of the hypothesis.
For truss girder applications, and hollow section
sis, with both hinged (most common) or rigid
nodes. However, it is not possible to consider profiles in particular, Eurocode [19] suggest a design
criteria based on semi-empirical formulae valid only
local effects at the joints;
in limited conditions. Eurocode and CIDECT [20]
• Truss space model - all of the truss is mod- allow the design of truss girders under the assumpelled with planar type elements, it is more pre- tion that members are connected by pinned joints.
cise and can include both global and local be- In any case, bending moments can arise and should
haviour but due to its heaviness and complex- be accounted for, depending on: the structure deity of creation it is generally used only for re- sign; to which component one is referring to (chord,
brace or joint); and on the source of bending mosearch purposes;

1.2. Literature review
From all the non-linear finite element software
packages available, Abaqus seems to be the preferred one for research purposes and has been widely
used in the past for modelling steel structures and
in particular hollow section profiles [8–11].
For an accurate description of the structural behaviour, past analysis suggest that Finite Element
(FE) truss girder models should include both global
and local behaviour of members and joints [12].
With this in mind, the authors have listed and compared the type of models that can be built depending on the requested accuracy (and on the powerfulness of the software):
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ment itself (secondary moments, transverse loading are transmitted to the shell surface in the correct
or eccentricity at intersections).
way (Figure 3).
In general, the design should be done under the
hypothesis that the design axial forces in the brace
members should not exceed the design resistance
of the joints. This static design resistance of the
joints is expressed in terms of geometric and material properties and reference is made to the different failure modes. When applicable, the static
design resistance of the joint is the minimum of design resistances of the appropriate failure modes.
This design procedure is under a range of geometrical validity that limit the field of application of the
formulae for the different failure modes.
Figure 4: Comparison of load convergence with
CPU time when increasing the number of elements

2. Numerical Study
With reference to the model types presented in
section 1.2, considering that the results can be accurate enough without further complexity and that
the boundary conditions issue could be solved by
studying the joint at its real location, combination
of beam and shell elements is the modelling procedure that was used. The modelling phase can be
divided in two different steps. The modelling of
the truss and the modelling of the detailing of the
connection.
The model was built assuming a bi-linear constitutive law of S355 with kinematic strain hardening
of 1% of the Young modulus.The beam elements
used were B31 and the shell elements S4R.

For the particular case of modelling the complexity of the connection, it was chosen to model by intersecting mid-surfaces of the member walls. This
procedure is validated in the work of Lee et al. [21].
As any Finite Element Analysis (FEA) problem,
there is the need to find the best trade-off between
accuracy of solution and computer time. This mesh
convergence study can be achieved by performing a
h-refinement or a p-refinement approach. The former means increasing the number of elements and
the last is referred to the use of higher order elements.
This technique is applied to the truss girders
(beam model only) in order to find a reasonable
trade-off between accuracy and computer time, by
performing limit load analysis, in different models
with increasing number of elements, until the result tends to a certain value. The computer time
(referred here as CPU time - dashed line) used to
perform this analysis is the indicator that measures
the heaviness of the mesh (Figure 4).
From the plot it is clear that it is possible to
identity the number of elements (320) that give sufficient accurate results without further complexity
of the mesh.
For the case of shell elements similar approach
was performed. Due to the geometrical shape of the
members, only quad type elements were considered.

Figure 3: Detail of the interaction between linear
and planar elements
The interaction between truss and shell parts is
an essential step because it guarantees that the
analysis on the shell detailed connection is being
done with the right boundary conditions. The connection should be able to guarantee the transfer
of displacement and rotations and also forces and
bending moments. Abaqus offers a wide variety
of interaction properties. In this case beam type
Multi Point Constraint (MPC) was used, in which
the master node is connected to a region of slave
nodes making sure that the force resultants and
bending moment coming from the linear element

2.1. Joint typologies
The main goal of this work is the numerical analysis of joint typologies, making use of LCT. These
joint typologies are modelled in substructures in
which they will be experimentally tested, in future
work.
The comparative and parametric analysis that
will be performed aim at identifying the behaviour
of the different joint typologies using LCT technology for hollow section profiles. Taking advantage of
laser cut technology, different joint typologies can
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be suggested- base, cut1 and cut2.

alternative solution allows for the extension of
both bracing members without the creation of
the holes in the chord. Instead, only a slot is
needed so that the profiles are welded at the
upper face and lower face of the chord (Figure
5c).

• Base - joint configuration in which the bracing elements are laser cutted at their ends so
that they can be fully welded to the outer face
of the chord. No prolongation to the inside of
the connecting elements is done. This is the
Due to its precise cut LCT allows for zero eccensimplest joint configuration and it can be compared to the traditional method of joint design tricity at the joint.
(Figure 5a).
2.2. The study
The parameters that are going to be evaluated for
the comparison of the solutions are:
• Maximum Von Mises stress (σVmax
M)
• Global behaviour P − δ
This evaluation will be done by comparing the
maximum value of maximum Von Mises stress
found in the node of interest, ie , in the modelled set
of elements composed by chord and bracing members at a specific location, with different joint typologies (Figure 6).

(a) Base

(b) Cut1

Figure 6: Substructure A modelled with shell elements on NA-2

(c) Cut2

Figure 5: Detail of joint typologies
Cut - taking advantage of the possibility of opening slots in the chord face for the bracing profiles
to enter (due to precise laser cut technology), two
combinations of these type of configurations are presented:
Figure 7: Nodes of interest in substructure A

• Cut1 - in which one of the bracings enters the
inside of the hollow section through an opening
on the upper face of the chord and it is welded
to lower face. In this case one of the bracing
elements is extended and the other one stops at
the surface of the chord. This solution has as a
side consequence the elimination of part of the
chord by creating a hole when passing through,
both at the upper face and at the lower face
of the chord. The other(s) bracing element(s)
converging in the node are cutted and welded
to the upper face of the chord (Figure 5b).

Figure 8: Nodes of interest in substructure B
The joint typologies are studied on one location
at a time to ensure that they all have the same
Boundary Conditions (BC) and that the only difference between the numerical models is the joint
typology. With this in mind, the connections that

• Cut2 - in which both bracing elements are prolonged in half of the original cross sections
(dashed line), so that they can cross each other
and be welded at the bottom of the chord. This
4

Cut2 shows a similar stress distribution with respect to cut1 for the vertical element of the bracing
but not for the diagonal one. The main difference is
in the interface between the chord and the bracing
elements. In fact, it is clear in the figure the higher
concentration of stresses around this area in cut1
case, while in cut2, where the diagonal element is
prolonged (in half of its original cross section) the
stress distribution magnitude is lower. In quantitative terms, it is possible to calculate a 8% reduction
for cut2 compared to base case.

are going to be studied for substructure A and for
substructure B and the nodes of interest (NA-1 and
NA-2 for substructure A and NB-1 and NB-2 for
substructure B) are shown in Figure 7 and 8, respectively.
On the other hand, for a comparison of the global
behaviour of a structure with the different joint typologies, it makes sense that all of the joints are
modelled with one typology at a time (Figure 9)
and that the results in terms of P − δ are compared
to a structure modelled with beam model (no detailing of the connection) considering rigid and pinned
nodes at a time. In this way, not only it is possible
to compare the different joint typologies with each
other and with the case of rigid and pinned nodes,
but also to make sure that the combined beam and
planar model is built in a correct way.

Figure 9: Substructure A modelled with shell elements at the nodes

(a) NA-1

(b) NA-2

(c) NB-1

(d) NB-2

Table 1: Comparing results for the different joint
typologies

Substructures are modelled with SHS hollow sections and are going to be experimentally tested under increasing monotonic load.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Numerical analysis
The load considered for this phase of the analysis
is P=100kN (after yielding), so that results can be
analysed after the spread of plasticity. The results
from the non-linear numerical analysis for NA-1 and
NA-2 are showed in Figures 10 and 11, in which is
clear the Von Mises stress distribution on the joint
typology and its respective maximum value found
in the analysis (σVmax
M ).
There are some clear differences between the joint
typologies both for the maximum stress value and
for the stress distribution at the top and bottom
faces of the chord.
The figures suggest that the presence of the bracing part inside the chord in cut1 absorbs the stress
and redistributes it to the lower face (the evidence
of this can be seen in NA-1 views and in the lateral
view NA-2). In this last case, a reduction of 9.6%
was determined for cut1, compared to the base case.
The presence of the hole due to the prolongation of the vertical bracing member is increasing
the magnitude of stress distribution at the top face
of the chord. This can be problematic if the bracing
is big enough.

Table 2: Comparing results for the different joint
typologies: NB-2 (P=110 kN)
A more detailed analysis of the results [22] suggest a redistribution of stresses in the joint due to
the extension of the bracing element, and although
there is a slight difference at the outer face of the
chord, this is compensated by the reduction at the
lower face, leading to a more uniform stress distribution at the joint.
The collection of σVmax
M results for NA-1 and NA-2
can be found in Table 1a and 1b. Same procedure
is applied to the other nodes of interest and the collection of results for all nodes of interest are showed
in Table 1.
For the case of substructure B, no significant
change is verified by changing joint typology. Considering that substructure B has bracing elements
with different width and thicknesses, the question
of which member to extend (in cut 1 joint typology)
can be raised. To consider this, cut1 joint typology
5

(a) Base

(b) Cut1

(c) Cut2

Figure 10: Comparison of joint typologies for NA-1 in terms of Von Mises Stress

(a) Base

(b) Cut1

(c) Cut2

Figure 11: Comparison of joint typologies for NA-2 in terms of Von Mises Stress
is replaced by cut1-a and cut1-b in which the prolongation of the element is done in the bigger or the
smaller one, respectively. This is done in NB-2 and
results are showed in Table 1d.
Considering that, unlike for substructure A, the
previous results do not show expressive improvements, and also due to the fact that the magnitude
of stresses is lower in comparison with substructure
A, a tentative higher load (P=110kN) was assumed
and the results are shown in Table 2.
The difference of 10% for cut1-b (compared to Figure 12: Load-displacement diagram for the dif4% of cut1-a) suggests that the choice of extending ferent joint typologies in substructure A
the smaller element instead of the bigger one has an
impact on the behaviour of the connection. This
impact could be explained by the size of the hole 3.2. Parametric analysis
that inevitably weakens the face of the chord.
The goal of the parametric analysis is to investigate
the effect of the thickness of the bracing and
The global rigidity evaluation results are showed
chord
members on the comparison results of the
in Figure 12 and load-displacement curves show a
joint
typologies
using laser cut technology.
very similar behaviour for the different joint typoloTo be coherent with the numerical analysis the
gies and for the case of pinned and rigid nodes. This
behaviour suggests that the modelling of the nodes evaluation of the behaviour was done again, using
of interest is being done correctly and the use of the maximum Von Mises stress (σVmax
M ) found at the
LCT joints is not modifying the overall behaviour joint. The thicknesses used for the parametric analof the structure. Results for substructure B are sim- ysis were: for the bracings tb = {3.2; 4; 5; 6.3} and
ilar and can be read in the full thesis document [22]. for the chord tc ={4; 5; 6.3; 8; 10} (mm).
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(a) Base

(b) Cut1

(c) Cut2

Figure 13: Deformation of joint typologies for tb = 4mm
this case, the diagonal profile stops and it is welded
to the face, so it is expected (as in base case) to
happen some deformation at this location.
In the case of Cut2 (Figure 13c), the deformed
configuration shows the lowest values of deformation at the chord upper face level. This is highly
suggestive of what has been presented in the beginning of this chapter, and it indicates that it is due
to the prolongation (even though it is only at half
of the original cross sections profile) of the bracings
into the chord.
To explore this, a simple comparative local behaviour study of the different joint typologies for
different thickness was performed, considering the
displacement at nj-1 and nj-2, respectively at the interface between the vertical bracing and the chord
and between the diagonal bracing and chord. This
out of plane displacement is plotted against the increasing load in the substructure.
These results (Figures 15 and 16) are in line with
the previous ones and confirm the parametric analysis. The plots suggest that the presence of material
inside the chord affect the local behaviour, i.e., joint
typologies that are characterized by the prolongation of elements have showed to behave better and
have lower values of displacement at key locations
(nj-1 and nj-2), for lower values of thicknesses of
the chord. With increasing thickness, the behaviour
tends to be similar. For a more complete and detailed study of the local behaviour for the different
joint typologies the full master thesis document [22]
can be read.
In general, results suggest, for the same thickness, an increase in rigidity for joint typologies using
LCT. Considering this, it is possible to find similar
behaviour by comparing base type joints with LCT
joints with lower thickness of the chord
Figure 17 shows this clearly, by comparing loaddisplacement curves of cut1 and base cases with different thicknesses, at nj-1 location. In this case,
base (t=4mm) and cut1 (t=3mm) show similar behaviour. The same is true for base (t=5mm) and
cut1 (t=4mm). It can be noted that there is a limit

The analysis was performed for base, cut1 and
cut2 for every thickness and the comparison of the
last two was done with the first in terms of percentage reduction of the σVmax
M at the connection level.
The comparison was done between joint typologies.
The node chosen for this sensibility analysis was
node NA-2.
The results suggest a high sensibility to deformation for lower values of thickness of the chord
and improvements in the joint behaviour when using LCT in the joint typologies (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Evolution of the difference in terms of
σVmax
M from cut1 and cut2 to base case
The σVmax
M parameter was evaluated and to confirm this suggestion a simple study of the local behaviour is performed. In fact, the local behaviour
of the different joint typology for brace thickness
equal to 4mm is shown and it is clear on the deformed configuration the effects of the prolongation
of the profiles (the figures are under an amplification factor of 3 so that the representations are explicit) (Figure 13).
For the base joint typology (Figure 13a), it is
clear the deformation on the face of the chord both
at the intersection with the vertical bracing and
with the diagonal one.
On the contrary, for the case of cut1 (Figure 13b),
in which there is the prolongation of the vertical
element into the lower face, the deformation is lower
at the intersection between this and the chord. In
7

(a) t = 3
(a) t = 3

(b) t = 4

(b) t = 4

(c) t = 5

(c) t = 5

Figure 15: Load displacement curve for nj-1

Figure 16: Load displacement curve for nj-2

for this and for the exemplificative case of t=2.5mm
the rigidity is lower with respect to base case. For
cut2 case at nj-1, similar results can be found and
are shown in figure 17b. This suggest that it is possible to have the same behaviour with lower values
of thickness of the chord if laser cut technology is
used.

the inner face.
Results from the numerical analysis of the different joint typologies have not shown differences in
terms of global rigidity of the structure for higher
values of chord thickness, which indicated that
structures of this type can still be modelled with
hinged nodes as suggested by Eurocode [19] and
CIDECT [20]. This is considered to be, also, an indication of a good modelling procedure for models
combining beam and planar elements.
Similar results between cut1 and cut2 also suggest prolongation only half of the cross section is
enough to achieve the positive results in terms of
improvement of structural behaviour. The advantage is that in this last case only a slot is opened at
the chord face and no hole is needed, which can be
even more problematic in the case of bigger bracing
profiles.
Considering the increase in the rigidity of the
joints by using Laser Cut Technology in compari-

4. Conclusions
Comparing all joint typologies, cut1 and cut2
show an improvement of behaviour in terms of σVmax
M
at the connection level. In some cases, a reduction
over 10% was calculated when using these alternatives. This positive results were achieved when the
section was more stressed (higher loads) and only in
the case of substructure A. A more uniform stress
distribution at the joint is possible due to the extension of the bracing element. In fact, higher stresses
at the outer face of the chord due to the extension
of the bracing are compensated by the reduction at
8

(a) base and cut1

(b) base and cut2

Figure 17: Load displacement curve at nj-1
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